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Introduction
Older sluts may not have the same fresh-faced look of youth they used to have, but that pretty face is all
that a teen has going for her, because mature tramps definitely make better fuck mates! Don't believe it? 
Then check out the free preview of Mother Fucking Whores, where MILFs suck and fuck younger studs
better than any teen ever could!

Adult Review
Don't count older sluts down for the count when it cums to filthy hardcore sex.  MILFs have been around town for a while, so
their pussies have been well-seasoned and that means the fuck sessions with them can be simply delicious.   Mother Fucking
Whores is a collection of over 112 porn scenes that all feature well-used mature sluts who have spent years perfecting the art
of how to fuck!
  
  Access to this porn site can be obtained in many different flavors.  You can select a short term trial, an inexpensive standard
monthly option, or a more expensive platinum pass.  The platinum pass definitely gets you much more bang for your porn
dollar, since it's relatively inexpensive and gets you full access to the entire list of Included Sites that you'll find to the right
side of this review.  
  
  As a platinum members to Mother Fucking Whores, you'll log in and be greeted with a dizzying menu of selections. 
Hopefully you're not suffering from hot flashes like this sexy MILFs, or else you'll have to give yourself a few minutes to
regain your composure.  Access is based around the concept of a mega site, so it's very difficult to stay behind the confines of
the mature porn content that the site promises.  More likely than not, you'll accidentally navigate away from the MILF section
and have to sift through other types of porn.  All in all, there's worse things that can happen to you heh.
  
  The content that's branded as Mother Fucking Whores is not shot exclusively for this site.  The members area is basically a
collection of some of the best DVD series featuring older sluts, made available in individual downloadable scenes.  Every
scene can be downloaded in a decent sized 640 x 480 MPG clip or as lower resolution WMVs. Some but not all of the scenes
are also available as flash-based streams viewable from within your browser, as well as portable PSP and MP4 formats for
download.
  
  You'll definitely spend some quality time at Mother Fucking Whores if MILFs really get you off.  With DVDs like "Your
Moms a Slut She Takes it in the Butt" you'll even have some laughs.  Since the price is reasonable you should definitely give
this site a try.  No DRM is used so whatever you download is yours to keep and that alone makes it worth getting access to if
even for just a month. 

Porn Summary
Teens are fun to look at, but they're no match for the sexual thrills that an older MILF can provide.  Mother Fucking Whores
is mature porn worth waiting for... even if it isn't really original.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Mother Fucking Whores - The Name Says It All'
Quality: 83  Updates: 78 Exclusive: 76 Interface: 78
Support: 77 Unique: 75    Taste: 70        Final: 76
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Porn Niches
Hardcore, MILF, Reality, Straight, VoD

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $24.97 Preview: 3 Days for $3.97 Billing Options: Credit Card, Online

Payment, Pay By Phone,
Other

Video & Picture: Never Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 112
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